The publication of this 1987 Production Guide was made possible through the support of Telefilm Canada.

The following is a list of film and video productions shot in Canada in 1987. The categories are Canadian theatrical features, television features, one-hour television, and foreign theatrical features and television programs. Although the list is as complete as we were able to make it, there are inevitable omissions and errors, for which we apologize in advance. In some cases, the production company could no longer be traced, in others the ‘nationality’ of the film was uncertain. In still others, a pilot may have failed to materialize into a series though the title remains on our series list. We take this occasion to ask producers to provide us throughout the year with the most complete information possible.

The information is given in the following order: title, production company, producer, director, dates of principal photography, location of shoot, financial participants (see abbreviations below).

miscellaneous information including Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) and Canadian certification approval (CCCA). The latter may just denote provisional approval. Official treaty coproductions are indicated as co-pro.

In the listing of financial participants, the order of the various parties has no special significance; participation may mean pre-sale, etc. The following abbreviations have been used: CC = Canada Council, NFB = National Film Board of Canada, OAC = Ontario Arts Council, RQ = Radio Quebec, SBC = Société Radio-Canada, TFC = Téléphone Canada, OFDC = Ontario Film Development Corp., SCGQ = Société générale du cinéma du Québec, TVQS = Télévision Quatre Saisons.
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A CHILD’S CHRISTMAS IN WASHINGTON
ATLANTIS FILMS LIMITED BEATON MCKEAN, GILLIAN RICHARDSON TFC
TOM McCARTY DEO-BRAN CANADA, W ALES WCAM ITCHES, N.Y., MONTREAL, CHICAGO, GLOBAL HT(WARE), CCA

A FAMILY MATTER
CLBT STEVE SCAINI STEVE SCAINI JULY 1 ON CBC

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO THE OLYMPICS
LAURON PRODUCTIONS WILLIAM JOHNSTON, PON LILLIE CHRISTINA JENNINGS WILLIAM JOHNSTON, HENRY LESS NOV 97-NOV 87 ON, ABC,BC,N.S., N.F.I.P., C., CAN, N.L., MP. DEER MAY VII, ON, MONTREAL, AN.TV, CANADA

A MARITIME FAREWELL TO PRINCE EDWARD POINTS EAST PRODUCTIONS BRAN RAMSEY JACK MCDOWELL JUNE 28-JULY 1 ON TFC,GOV OF PEI

ABOUT QUEBEC NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA/PBB ADAM SYMONS DOROTHY HENNAU OCT 87-JAN 88 ON Q.C.PARIS GLOBAL TV

AL PURDY NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA BILL BRIDG DONALD HINKLER JULY 1 AUG-ON
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ATTENTION PRODUCERS

THE FIRST ‘ON-LOCATION’ TRACKLESS MOTION CONTROL SYSTEM
- laser tracking for precision repeatability
- remote computerized pan, tilt, and zoom
- carries up to 1500 Lbs. on a cushion of air
- for use with traditional camera/dolly operations or with its own 35mm FX camera

COMMERCIAL/ FEATURE RENTAL RATES

CONTACT: Liz Nagy

530 Richmond Street W (Rear), Toronto, Ontario, Canada  MSV 1Y4 (416) 366-6658

CINEMA CANADA

ASSOCIATION OF CANADIAN FILM CRAFTPEOPLE

TORONTO
Cinevillage
65 Heward Street
Suite 105
Toronto, Ontario
M4M 2T5
Tel: 416/462-0211
Fax: 416/462-3248

WINNIPEG
63 Albert Street
Suite 302
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3B 1G4
Tel: 204/943-1866
Fax: 204/943-1860

CONTACT: DONATO BALDASSARRA

MARCH 1988
KINGSWAY Film Equipment Limited

AATON CAMERAS
COOKE LENSES
ZEISS LENSES
LEE CAMERA FILTERS
FLEXFILL REFLECTORS
CHROSZIEL FLUID ZOOMS
BRUMAC DENSITOMETERS
CAM-RAIL TRACKING SYSTEM
RONFORD-BAKER TRIPODS & FLUID HEADS
STEENBECK EDITING TABLES
MATTE BOX AND FOLLOW FOCUS

416-672-2880
1-600-387-3990
416-672-2688 Facsimile

MOTION PICTURE DIVISION
1665 Enterprise Road
Mississauga, Ontario L4W 4L4

RANDY BRADSHAW
416-672-2880

CINEMA CANADA
MARCH 1988
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CONGRATULATIONS TOM WOOD
ON WINNING THE CHALMERS AWARD FOR "B-MOVIE, THE PLAY"

B-Movie Ltd., owners of the Motion Picture rights to Tom Wood’s “B-Movie, The Play”.
George Christoff, (403) 488-9178
Peter Peroff, (416) 964-0084

(416) 263-7117

Krush Club - 566 Kingston Rd.
Tazmannian Ballroom - 90 Jarvis St.